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The Vignette Collection Phnom Penh Odom will be tailored toward a luxury clientele base, with elegance and dis tinction at the core of its
blueprint. Image credit: IHG

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Hospitality group InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG) is set to construct an upscale vacation destination in
Cambodia's capital city.

Developed in partnership with Odom Living Co. Ltd., The Vignette Collection Phnom Penh Odom will be tailored
exclusively to a luxury clientele base, with elegance and distinction at the core of its  blueprint. Scheduled to open in
2027, the hotel will expand IHG's operations in the Southeast Asian nation.

Living large
Inspired by location, history and architecture, IHG's Vignette Collection of one-off hotels is gaining one major
addition in just a few years' time.

The 50-room resort is  the conglomerate's second in Cambodia, part of an ongoing effort to scale in Eastern
markets. The Vignette Collection succeeded with the launch of a Bangkok location last year three more spots are set
to debut throughout Thailand this year and next.
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The Vignette Collection Phnom Penh Odom's  rooms  and suites  will bring luxury and lifes tyle together. Image credit: IHG

Once complete, The Vignette Collection Phnom Penh Odom will include a rooftop bar, swimming pool, two
restaurants, a lobby lounge, a fitness center, four meeting rooms and a members-only private club. All amenities are
located on the top seven floors of the city's 45-story Odom Tower.

The building is situated along a major road in Phnom Penh's Tonle Bassac district, conveniently linking it to several
international embassies and government agencies.

Global hospitality group Nobu Hotels is also setting its sights on Southeast Asia, standing up the Plaza Athne Hotels,
a project that seeks to transform historic buildings in Bangkok and New York City by 2026 (see story).
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